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FLASH NOTICE:
NVIDIA Shares Continue to Rise

Talking Points
	
Stock Market Reaction
Shares of Nvidia surge over
30% following the BUZZ Flash
Update on May 10th.

MARKET UPDATE:
•
•

Citigroup upgrades NVIDIA price target to $180 per share and makes the bull case for the
company’s shares to reach $300.
Citigroup analyst Atif Malik raises forecasts citing growth drivers across the company’s data
center and automotive divisions, together with continued growth in gaming and AI applications.

INSIGHTS FROM BUZZ:

• Growth

•

Insights sourced within the BUZZ NextGen AI process consistently indicate positive sentiment
toward Nvidia.

•

Sentiment measures remained positive even as prominent short sellers targeted the company
late in 2016 and while analysts lowered their ratings and target price outlooks during the first
quarter of 2017.

•

Analysts are finally catching up to the growth opportunities first observed across online forums
and the broader investor community.
Sentiment insights indicate additional upside for Nvidia.
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The index uses advanced
artificial intelligence techniques
to identify the 75 most bullish
U.S. stocks based on investment
insights derived from the vast
content generated across online
platforms.
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES & DEFINITIONS
BUZZ NextGen AI US Sentiment Leaders Index and any other owned by BUZZ (the “BUZZ Indexes”) are a product of BUZZ Indexes Inc. (“BUZZ”). “BUZZ
Indexes” and “BUZZ Social Media Insights” are trademarks of BUZZ. All materials published on and services offered through the BUZZindexes.com website
(the “Content”) are protected by copyright and owned or controlled by BUZZ or the party credited as the provider of such content. Redistribution or reproduction
of any BUZZ trademark or Content in whole or in part is prohibited without written permission.
The Content does not constitute an offer of services in jurisdictions where BUZZ or its affiliates do not have the necessary licences. All information provided
by BUZZ or its affiliates is impersonal and not tailored to the needs of any person, entity or group of persons. BUZZ receives compensation in connection
with licensing the BUZZ Indexes to third parties. Past performance of the BUZZ Indexes is not a guarantee of future results.
It is not possible to invest directly in any BUZZ Index. BUZZ does not sponsor, endorse, sell, promote or manage any investment fund or other investment vehicle
that is offered by third parties and that seeks to provide an investment return based on the performance of a BUZZ Index. BUZZ does not make any assurance
that investment products based on a BUZZ Index will accurately track index performance or provide positive investment returns. BUZZ is not an investment
advisor and it makes no representation regarding the advisability of investing in any such investment fund or other investment vehicle. A decision to invest
in any such investment fund or other investment vehicle should not be made in reliance on any of the statements in the Content. Prospective investors are
advised to make an investment in any investment fund or other vehicle only after carefully considering the risks associated with investing in such funds or
vehicles, as detailed in an offering memorandum or similar document that is prepared by or on behalf of the issuer of the investment fund or other vehicle.
Inclusion of a security within a BUZZ Index is not a recommendation by BUZZ to buy, sell, or hold such security, nor is it considered to be investment advice.
Any data on past performance, modelling or back-testing contained in the Content is no indication as to future performance. No representation is made as
to the reasonableness of the assumptions made within or the accuracy or completeness of any modelling or back-testing. BUZZ Index returns represent past
performance and are not indicative of any specific investment. The BUZZ Indexes and Content (including any of the output derived from any analytic tools
or models) is not intended to predict actual results, which may differ substantially from those reflected. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of
future results.
The Content, including any data, quantitative models, analytic tools and other information and services made available in the Content, are believed to be
reliable, but BUZZ does not represent that the Content (including information obtained from third party sources) is accurate, complete or error free, and it
should not be relied upon as such. The Content is provided for informational purposes only and is made available “as is”. Because of the possibility of human
and mechanical errors as well as other factors, there can be no assurance of timeliness, reliability, performance or continued availability of the Content.
BUZZ accepts no responsibility for any errors, omissions, delays, interruptions, completeness, continued availability or currency of or in the Content (including
but not limited to the calculation or performance of any index and/or the output of any quantitative model or analytic tool). In no event shall BUZZ or its
affiliates be liable to any party for any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive, special or consequential damages,
costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including, without limitation, lost income or lost profits and opportunity costs) in connection with
any use of the Content even if advised of the possibility of such damages. BUZZ disclaims any and all express or implied warranties, including, but
not limited to, any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or use, freedom from bugs, software errors or defects, that the Content
availability will be uninterrupted or that the Content will operate with any software or hardware configuration.
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